Speak to customers with clarity
and improve order accuracy.
PANASONIC ATTUNE® II WIRELESS DECT

Digital noise cancellation in a sleek
and durable design.

Transform a noisy operation into an oasis of calm with the advanced
digital noise reduction (DNR) and echo canceling technology from
the leaders in drive-thru communication solutions.

DECT 6.0 Technology
Attune II use 4 levels of DNR to
cancel ambient noise

Squelching noises doesn't have to be deafening to be distracting.
We designed Attune II to block unwanted background noises like
chatter, ice machines, and even outside sirens, airplanes and trains.
So now your employees and customers can now hear each other and nothing else.

Ergonomic & Sanitary Design
Weighing less than 120g with
sanitary rubber pads, not foam

SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE
Built to work seamlessly with your
drive-thru operation, with just four buttons.
Communication is simple and easy with
one button to talk, one button to change
volume, one button to page and only one
button to change lanes to a second,
optional lane.

Regional Manager Headset
A single headset can be registered
up to 32 different stores
Organized Operation Tags
Colored tags distinguish each
unit by drive-thru lane
Panasonic Battery
Long-lasting reliability from
the industry leader

®

ClearConnect

ENHANCE YOUR DRIVE THRU
OR CURBSIDE PICKUP
Dynamic Noise Suppression
Typical noise suppression eliminates low frequency,
steady, hums like droning fans and idling freezers. Attune II
suppresses all of those, plus sounds across the spectrum,
including sounds that change in pitch and volume like
sirens, beeping horns and kitchen chaos. Empower your
staff members to speak with customers in a digitally
enhanced quiet zone where they can communicate
efficiently and get orders right the first time.

USE WITH EASE
Simplicity When Times are Hectic 
Our headsets feature raised and tactile buttons that not
only makes it easy to choose the button but also feel
the proper click to confirm the selection.

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS DESIGN
Comfortable, Clean, and Eco Friendly
With a lightweight design at under 120g, the 457 Headset
also features rubber pads which are easy to wipe down
and keep sanitary, unlike foam pads.
Attune II is an environmentally conscious wireless headset
system which allows sound transmission levels to utilize
less power.
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